Tennis Match Results
Tufts University vs Case Western Reserve
5/16/2023 at Orlando, Fla.
(USTA National Campus)

#1 Case Western Reserve 5, #2 Tufts University 2

**Singles competition**
1. #34 James Hopper (CWRU) def. Rishabh Sharda (TUFTSMT) 6-4, 6-4
2. #40 Vishwa Aduru (CWRU) vs. Vuk Vuksanovic (TUFTSMT) 6-4, 4-6, 1-1, unfinished
3. Michael Sutanto (CWRU) vs. #44 Alex Ganchev (TUFTSMT) 4-6, 4-5, unfinished
4. #24 Derin Acaroglu (TUFTSMT) def. #18 Ansh Shah (CWRU) 6-2, 6-2
5. Ajay Mahenthiran (CWRU) def. Javier Gonzalez (TUFTSMT) 6-1, 6-2
6. Andrej Djokic (TUFTSMT) def. Casey Hishinuma (CWRU) 6-3, 7-6

**Doubles competition**
1. #1 James Hopper/Vishwa Aduru (CWRU) def. #2 Derin Acaroglu/Vuk Vuksanovic (TUFTSMT) 8-3
2. Chris Provenzano/Diego Maza (CWRU) def. Josh Belandres/Rishabh Sharda (TUFTSMT) 8-3
3. Sahil Dayal/Ansh Shah (CWRU) def. Alex Ganchev/Jack Moldenhauer (TUFTSMT) 8-6

Match Notes:
Tufts University 24-2; National ranking #2; Regional ranking #1
Case Western Reserve 33-4; National ranking #1; Regional ranking #1
Order of finish: Doubles (2,1,3); Singles (4,5,6,1)
2023 NCAA Division III Men's Tennis National Championship final